
TDS Achieves New AWS Migration and
Modernization Competency Status

TransitionManager recognized for its discovery and analysis
capabilities critical for accelerating the migration of applications
and legacy infrastructure to AWS
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Transitional Data Services (TDS) announced today at AWS re:Invent that it has achieved

Amazon Web Services (AWS) Migration and Modernization Competency status for

AWS Partners. This designation recognizes that TDS and it’s TransitionManager platform

demonstrate technical proficiency and proven customer success automating and

accelerating customer application migration and modernization journeys.

AWS launched the AWS Migration and Modernization Competency to allow customers

to easily and confidently engage highly specialized AWS Partners that help AWS

customers modernize their applications, either before or after they are moved to AWS.

The AWS Migration and Modernization Competency takes on the heavy lifting of

identifying and validating industry leaders with proven customer success and technical

proficiency in migration and application modernization tooling.

Achieving the AWS Migration and Modernization Competency differentiates TDS as an

AWS Partner with deep domain expertise and a software platform, TransitionManager,

that helps customers accelerate their cloud and application transformation, reduce costs

and improve performance, agility, and resiliency. The TransitionManager platform can

perform an application portfolio assessment, identifying the applications that are

candidates for modernization; augment and automate developer tasks to carry out the

modernization of legacy applications.

“TDS is proud to be a launch partner for the new AWS Migration and Modernization

Competency and to continue strengthening our relationship with AWS,” stated Michael

Bullock, CEO and Co-founder of TDS. “Many leading enterprise companies and global

technology partners already rely on TransitionManager to accelerate and scale their

efforts to discover, analyze, plan and execute seamless migrations as part of a cloud

adoption strategy. This competency will enable us to extend awareness of its powerful

capabilities across AWS as they seek solutions for their customers.”
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Fueled by strong enterprise customer and partner demand, TransitionManager allows

the IT organization to better plan and execute change in complex, mixed-vendor and

cross-silo environments. It leverages automation to present a holistic and actionable

view of the entire IT environment so that teams can collaborate, make more informed

decisions, and then orchestrate complex workstreams and ensure that tasks run faster,

smoother, and more efficiently. It integrates with existing IT and enterprise tools and

orchestrates the sequenced execution of human and automated tasks with precision. This

new approach results in a quicker, more efficient migration process:

35% reduction in time required to complete actionable discovery

60% less time required of customers to support the project

90% faster workload migration execution with 95% fewer rollbacks

TransitionManager software is available as a SaaS or on-premises license. It is available

directly from TDS, through our partner network, in AWS Marketplace and is on the GSA

schedule. TDS offers software adoption services such as onboarding, training,

knowledgebase, and consulting services. The company’s experts also offer expert

services to help you get started or to complete your full end-to-end modernization or

migration project on an accelerated, outsourced basis.

 

About TDS  

With the power of the TransitionManager platform, TDS has been successfully

orchestrating complex IT transformation programs for enterprises and government

entities around the world since 2002, having migrated over 1.5 million workloads and

more than 400,000 applications while achieving a 2021 Net Promoter Score (NPS) of 86.

Recognized by industry analysts, chosen by Fortune 500 companies and standardized by

some of the largest technology services firms, TDS’s TransitionManager software has

become the standard for accelerating the orchestration and execution of hybrid cloud

and data center migrations and modernizations and operational resiliency programs.
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